How Paul Validates Your Cyber Posture
Paul has uniquely crafted a set of tools which we packaged into our CybeReadiness Suite, allowing
him (and you) to automate and orchestrate several types of attacks against your business. These
simulate real-life attack scenarios with all of the complexities involved, validating your organization’s
awareness, efficiency, and maturity across all stages of the attack ‘Kill Chain’.

What Can Paul Test For?
[Malware Simulation, Phishing, Spear Phishing Attack, DLP testing, SIEM simulation,
Reconnaissance, Social Engineering, Data Theft Attack, Account Takeover, AMAS, DDoS Attack]

How Does Paul Do It?
Paul and his team continuously map and analyze your attack surface using CyberInt’s Argos platform,
identifying where your weakest points for attack are. He does this by following your digital footprint
and understanding what needs to be tested in your defences. Additionally, Paul will question you and
your team on where your crown jewels are to understand the risks associated with the weaknesses
he identifies.
Together with this insight, Paul takes action in testing your resilience to an attack targeting you and
your crown jewels. Based on the testing, Paul will provide you with insight into your up-to-date
cyber posture, and on how you’ve been improving over time. Testing your organization’s controls,
employees’ awareness, and your internal process for detection, prevention and response.

Paul’s Team
Paul does not operate alone. He works with his team of cyber experts to run some of the attack
simulations. His team, also known as the CyberOPS team, is made up of elite whitehat hackers who
are at the top of their offensive game. The team members are at the forefront of technology and
cybersecurity; constantly identifying and analyzing new threats.

What Can Paul Test For?

Isn’t Penetration Testing Enough?
Paul enables unprecedented automation in simulating various complex attack scenarios on your
organization. The key value is that as opposed to penetration testing and gap analysis services, Paul
runs ongoing testing of your cybersecurity resilience. Paul assesses the full scenario of a targeted
attack against the entire organization, evaluating the organization's capability to identify and to
respond to an attack, with a clear measure of the organization’s cybersecurity maturity.
By combining Paul’s knowledge of your weaknesses with his team's presence in the evolving threat
landscape that targets you (hacking forums, underground markets, etc.), Paul allows you to adopt a
proactive approach in enhancing and improving your resilience to cyber attacks.
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